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with imaging. We then describe some of the key researches in the preclinical and clinical literature on the current uses of molecular imaging of the immune
system and cancer.
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Overview

Significant strides have been made in the treatment of cancer
over the past several decades. Refinements have been made in
surgical techniques allowing for more complex tumors to be
resected with reduced morbidity and mortality. New radiation therapy technologies and strategies have been developed,
which have led to more precise delivery of treatment, sparing normal tissues, and delivering much more potent cytotoxic effects to cancer. Systemic therapy has also overcome
huge hurdles and made remarkable advances during this time.
The tolerability of standard cytotoxic chemotherapies has
improved with more modern agents and improved supportive measures. The era of molecular medicine is also upon us
with options for a more precise treatment directed at molecular aberrations pathologically identified in tumors on an individual patient level.1–7 More recently, a new type of systemic
therapy, immunotherapy, has made its mark on the management of multiple cancers.8–15 Attempts have been made at harnessing the immune system as cancer therapy for decades, but
immune-based therapies had a noteworthy impact only in the
past few years.16–21
One of the challenges of immunotherapy is that an accurate and reproducible biomarker that would allow treating
physicians to select the patients most likely (or least likely) to
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respond has yet to be identified. 22 In addition, standard anatomic imaging may not provide the concrete representation
of initial response or progression to which the medical community has become accustomed when working with cytotoxic
chemotherapy.23,24 The goal of this article is to review the
advances of immunotherapy in cancer as well as to find how
anatomic imaging has been applied for use in this field. The
potential of molecular imaging as a biomarker for use in identifying patients and interpreting their response to this novel
treatment option will also be highlighted.

Immune System in Cancer

For a cancer to develop, tumor cells have to succeed in evading the immune system.25,26 One of the tasks of the immune
system is to rid the body of threats both “foreign”, such as bacterial and viral pathogens and “domestic”, such as cancer cells.
Multiple mechanisms have been identified by which cancer
cells cloak themselves from the immune system. C
 ancer cells,
by downregulation of the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC) I, present antigens on their surface less effectively
making detection by immune cells less likely.26 Cancer cells
secrete immunosuppressive factors such as transforming
growth factor-beta (TGF-β) and interleukin (IL)-10, which
downregulate cytotoxic immune cells.26 One of the additional
Biomarkers in Cancer 2016:8(S2)
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benefits of secreting immunosuppressive cytokines is the
recruitment of immunosuppressive cells such as regulatory T-cells into the tumor microenvironment. 26 Regulatory
T-cells are key in the process of moderating the immune system and tolerizing self-antigens. Lastly, the tumor cells upregulate surface proteins such as programmed cell death-ligand 1
(PD-L1), which is a key component of normal cells preventing autoimmune phenomenon.26 When PD-L1 interacts
with programmed cell death (PD-1) receptor-1 on cytotoxic
T-cells, the T-cells define these cells as a part of normal self,
and despite previous identification of a foreign surface antigen, the T-cells do not proceed to eradicate the cell.26 Each
of these unique mechanisms is part of the complex strategy
cancer employs to grow unchecked by the immune system’s
defenses.

Targeting the Immune System for Cancer Therapy

For decades, scientists have strived to enhance the body’s
immune attack against cancer. 27 Various techniques have
been attempted. One early type of immunotherapy is the
administration of immunostimulatory cytokines. 27 Interferon and IL-2 have both been used as treatment strategies in various cancers.19,20 To date, the main success has
been in cancers that have historically been defined as sensitive to immune attack, such as renal cell carcinoma and
melanoma.19,20 Broad application has not been successful.
Another strategy has been tumor vaccines. Tumor vaccines
allow for administration of a large quantity of tumor antigen into the system with the hope of focusing the patient’s
immune system against that specific target. Currently, the
only commercially available tumor vaccine is sipuleucel-T, a
vaccine for castrate-resistant prostate cancer, but uptake has
not been widespread.18 Technologies are also actively being
developed to increase the activity and the number of immune
cells in a patient. Genetically modified lymphocytes, such
as chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cells, are one of the
examples of this strategy, but this type of treatment is not
available clinically to date. 28
The most recent strategy to amplify the potency of the
immune system is immune checkpoint inhibitors.8–10,12–15
Checkpoints regulate the immune attack and are found at multiple phases in the development of the immune response. 29,30
One checkpoint is found during the priming phase of the
immune system – the time when naïve immune cells are being
shown a target by antigen-presenting cells.30 When an antigen is presented to a naïve T-cell, if the costimulatory interaction between B7 and CD28 occurs, that T-cell becomes
activated and amplifies.30 In contrast, if B7 interacts with
cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA-4), the
T-cell activation is not completed and that immune attack is
stifled.30 Monoclonal antibodies to CTLA-4 have been developed, which prevent downregulation of the immune system
in the priming phase and allow a larger number of activated
cytotoxic T-cells to be produced.31,32 This treatment strategy
2
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has proven successful in the treatment of melanoma and has
changed the paradigm of management of this disease.10,14,15
Another checkpoint is found during the effector phase
of the immune system.30 When an activated cytotoxic T-cell
identifies the antigen it is seeking, secondary, either stimulatory or inhibitory, interactions between the two cells can
occur.30 One of the key inhibitory interactions is between
PD-1 and PD-L1.30 As discussed earlier, one of the mechanisms that tumor cells use to evade the immune system is to
increase the amount of PD-L1 expressed on their surface. If
PD-L1 on the tumor cells interacts with PD-1 on the T-cell,
despite antigen recognition, the killer effector function of the
T-cell will not be triggered.30 Several monoclonal antibodies
have been developed, which interrupt the interaction between
PD-1 and PD-L1, increasing the likelihood of the needed
stimulatory interaction to promote T-cell killing.33 This class
of monoclonal antibodies has also shown benefit in melanoma,
a known immune sensitive cancer, and other cancers such as
non-small cell lung cancer and bladder cancer, which are not
classically viewed as responsive to immune attack.8,9,11,12,15,34
New therapies are always of interest in cancer care, but
these immunotherapies have several unique characteristics.
One is the tolerability of the therapy. The side effect profile
of both CTLA-4 and PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors is milder than
that of many standard cytotoxic chemotherapies available.8,9
The side effect profile is also unique in comparison with
chemotherapy.35 Inflammation and autoimmune phenomenon
are the adverse events of clinical relevance.35 The most common
adverse events are dermatologic and gastrointestinal (diarrhea)
but only occur at a serious level in 25% of patients.35 The
biggest draw to this type of treatment is the durability of the
response. When the patients respond, the response tends to be
long lasting. For example, single-agent CTLA-4 inhibition in
melanoma has ~20% 10-year survival in stage IV melanoma.14
PD-1 inhibitors have less mature survival data, but have shown
impressive 1-year median survivals of ~70%.34 Stage IV nonsmall cell lung cancer also has a dismal prognosis but, despite
this, 20% of patients who received a PD-1 inhibitor in randomized phase III trials have lived 2 years, despite progression after the best current treatment, a platinum doublet.8,9 We
are now seeing our first 5-year survivors from the initial first
in human phase I trials of PD-1 inhibitors in stage IV lung
cancer as the data from these trials mature.
These drugs hold the promise of hope for patients. They
also provide significant challenges. First, we do not have a
robust biomarker to identify the patients who will most
likely benefit from this class of treatments. Without a predictive biomarker, a considerable number of patients may
receive treatment without benefit but yet at significant cost
to the healthcare system. Second, monitoring the effects of
this treatment is a challenge. When the immune system is
stimulated, immune cells infiltrate the tumor that lead to
the cytotoxic effects of the therapy. These immune infiltrates
can make interpretation of imaging for response a challenge.

Immunotherapy biomarkers

The following sections outline the current ways in which
imaging is used as a biomarker in oncology and how physicians
have adapted their interpretation of imaging to respond to the
unique challenges of immunotherapy.

Current Use of Anatomic Imaging in Immunotherapy

Although treatment effectiveness is often measured in terms
of overall patient survival, this can be time-consuming and
expensive. As such, there is significant interest in developing
practical imaging markers for predicting long- and short-term
therapy benefits. Various approaches have been considered,
including anatomic and functional imaging. In recent years,
the most common imaging response assessment in clinical
oncology is based on anatomic change.

Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors

The first widely adopted anatomic imaging criteria for assessing tumor response was published in 1979 by the World
Health Organization (WHO).36,37 Disease response was
classified into four categories, namely, complete response
(CR), partial response (PR), no response (NR), and progressive disease (PD). The classification was based on the
product of perpendicular bidirectional tumor measurements
summed over several tumor sites pre- and posttherapy using
a four-week interval for follow-up. CR was defined by tumor
disappearance, PR by a decrease of at least 50%, and NR by
the spectrum of a decrease of 50% through an increase
of 25%, while PD was defined by an increase of at least 25%.
However, concerns with the WHO criteria were raised. For
example, the number of disease sites to be measured was not
defined.
In 2000, the response evaluation criteria in solid
tumors (RECIST) was proposed. 38 RECIST specified that
the number of disease sites to be assessed should be up to
10, with up to 5 per organ. It also simplified implementation by suggesting that a sum of unidimensional measurements could be used as the imaging metric for determining
response, rather than the product of perpendicular bidirectional tumor measurements. In this case, the unidimensional tumor measurement using the longest axis was
suggested as the basis of disease measurement. CR was classified as the disappearance of the disease. PR was classified
as a decrease of at least 30%. Stable disease (SD) was classified as a decrease of 30% through an increase of 20%,
while PD was classified as an increase of at least 20%. PR
and CR had to be confirmed by a second image performed at
least four weeks after the first documentation of achieving a
response. RECIST was criticized on several points. First, it
was thought that the number of lesions measured had been
determined arbitrarily. Also, using tumor’s long axis was
considered to be impractical for cases of an irregular disease
such as mesothelioma. Further, RECIST was limited in the
assessment of pediatric malignancy and disease with central
necrosis/cystic change.

In 2008, RECIST 1.1 (Table 1) was published in order
to address issues raised with RECIST and simplify further
implementation in clinical practice. 39 First, the number of
lesions to be measured was decreased to 5, with at most
2 per organ. Furthermore, it was specified that lymph
nodes needed to be 1.5 cm in short axis measured, and
nonlymph node lesions needed to be 1 cm in long axis
measurable. Also, in addition to the increase of at least
20% required for PD, the requirement was added that there
must be an increase of at least 5 mm in the sum of disease
sites or the presence of new lesions. Unfortunately, clinical
experience suggests that RECIST 1.1 may be insufficient
to cover the spectrum of imaging response to immunotherapy. For example, although an increase in tumor size and/
or the appearance of new lesions often suggests treatment
failure, this might not always be the case. Indeed, immunotherapy often shows initial anatomic imaging changes
that would be classified as PD using RECIST 1.1, followed by SD, PR, and/or CR, ultimately suggesting therapy effectiveness.
As the treatment of cancer evolves to include new agents,
attention has been given to how a specific treatment might
impact imaging findings and confound the results of anatomic imaging criteria such as RECIST. There is an increasing effort to personalize imaging response evaluation to
therapy.40

Practical Considerations for Immunotherapy
(Immune-related Response Criteria)

Initial discoveries that cancer provokes an immune response
were followed by the knowledge that host reactions
rarely impeded disease progression, possibly due to weak
immunogenicity of nascent tumors and T-cell activation
attenuation.41,42 Subsequent work on immunotherapy in
melanoma suggested that the administration of a CTLA-4
blocking antibody such as ipilimumab could elicit significant
antitumor effect; however, ipilimumab monotherapy was
found to confound the results of classification with anatomic
imaging criteria such as RECIST.10,43 In 2004 and 2005, a
series of workshops were convened to explore the experience
with immunotherapy in oncology.44 Four distinct response
patterns on imaging were found, all of which were associated
with favorable survival, as follows: (1) shrinkage of baseline
lesions without new lesions; (2) durable SD (followed by a
slow, steady decline in total tumor burden in some patients);
(3) response after initial increase in total tumor burden; and
(4) response in the presence of new lesions. 24 The immune
response criteria (Table 1) were defined as a way to incorporate imaging patterns observed with immunotherapy
into the response assessment criteria and were evaluated in
a series of patients with advanced melanoma who received
ipilimumab. 24 Further prospective evaluations of these criteria, particularly including their association with overall survival, are ongoing.
Biomarkers in Cancer 2016:8(S2)
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Table 1. Summary of immune-related response criteria (irRC) guidelines compared with WHO handbook and response evaluation criteria in solid
tumors (RECIST 1.1). 24,37,39
Complete response (CR)
mWHO

Disappearance of all lesions in two consecutive observations 4 weeks apart.

RECIST 1.1

Disappearance of all target lesions. Any pathological lymph nodes (whether target or non-target) must have reduction
in short axis to 10 mm. Disappearance of all non-target lesions and normalization of tumor marker level. All lymph
nodes must be non-pathological in size (10 mm short axis).

irRC

Disappearance of all lesions in two consecutive observations 4 weeks apart.

Partial response (PR)
mWHO

50% decrease in the sum of the products of the two largest perpendicular diameters (SPD) of all index lesions
vs. baseline in two observations at least 4 weeks apart, in absence of new lesions or unequivocal progression
of non-index lesions.

RECIST 1.1

At least a 30% decrease in the sum of diameters of target lesions, taking as reference the baseline sum diameters.

irRC

50% decrease in tumor burden vs. baseline in two observations at least 4 weeks apart.

Stable disease (SD)
mWHO

50% decrease in SPD vs. baseline cannot be established nor 25% increase vs. nadir, in absence of new lesions or
unequivocal progression of non-index lesions.

RECIST 1.1

Neither sufficient shrinkage to qualify for PR nor sufficient increase to qualify for PD, taking as reference the smallest
sum diameters while on study.
Persistence of one or more non-target lesion(s) and/or maintenance of tumor marker level above the normal limits.

irRC

50% decrease in tumor burden vs. baseline cannot be established nor 25% increase vs. nadir.

Progressive disease (PD)
mWHO

At least 25% increase in SPD vs. nadir and/or unequivocal progression of non-index lesions and/or appearance of new
lesions (at any single time point).

RECIST 1.1

At least a 20% increase in the sum of diameters of target lesions, taking as reference the smallest sum on study (this
includes the baseline sum if that is the smallest on study). In addition to the relative increase of 20%, the sum must
also demonstrate an absolute increase of at least 5 mm. Unequivocal progression of existing non-target lesions. The
appearance of one or more new lesions is also considered progression.*

irRC

At least 25% increase in tumor burden vs. nadir (at any single time point) in two consecutive observations at least
4 weeks apart.

Non-index lesions (non-measurable or over allowed number)
mWHO

Changes contribute to defining best overall response of complete or partial response and stable or progressive disease.

RECIST 1.1

Changes contribute to defining best overall response of complete or partial response and stable or progressive disease.

irRC

Contribute to defining immune-related complete response (complete disappearance required).

New measurable lesions (5 × 5 mm)
mWHO

Always represent progressive disease.

RECIST 1.1

Always represent progressive disease.

irRC

Incorporated in tumor burden.

New non-measurable lesions (5 × 5 mm, bone metastases, effusions)
mWHO

Always represent progressive disease.

RECIST 1.1

Always represent progressive disease.

irRC

Do not define progression (but preclude immune-related complete response).

Note: *Non-CR/non-PD is preferred over SD when assessing nontarget lesion disease.
Abbreviations: irRC, immune-related response criteria; mWHO, modified World Health Organization; RECIST, response evaluation criteria in solid tumors;
SPD, sum of the products of the two largest perpendicular diameters.

Anatomic or Metabolic Imaging for Response
Assessment: Where are We?

Changes in tumor size on anatomic imaging may be related
to overall survival; however, cytostatic treatment rather than
cytocidal treatment can result in a good outcome without significant tumor shrinkage suggesting the need for both anatomic and metabolic response criteria. At the same time, as the
anatomic criteria for disease response assessment to therapy
4
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were being developed, criteria using metabolic imaging were
also being developed. In 1999, the European Organization
for Research and Treatment of Cancer published recommendations on the measurement of clinical and subclinical
tumor response using 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) and
positron emission tomography (PET).45 Further suggestions
were made by Hicks et al in 2001 and, subsequently, Juweid
et al in 2005 for specific diseases such as lung cancer and

Immunotherapy biomarkers

lymphoma.46–48 In 2009, the PET response criteria in solid
tumors were published.49 Although disease response was still
classified as CR, PR, SD, and PD, a combination of metabolic and anatomic criteria were suggested to establish disease
response. A maximum of 5 tumor sites, 2 sites per organ, with
the highest FDG avidity were to be measured for comparison
before and after therapy. It was recommended that patients
should undergo PET at least 10 days after a chemotherapy
cycle to maximize the prognostic value of the scan and minimize the effect of FDG-avid inflammation caused by chemotherapy and radiation. However, criticism was leveled at the
known intrinsic variability in quantitative assessment between
the studies performed at different centers.
We live in an era where there is ongoing discussion of
the need for a personalized approach to medicine. Several
imaging criteria have been proposed to evaluate disease burden at baseline and following therapy to determine treatment
response. Recently, there has been a drive to incorporate both
anatomic and metabolic information since disease response
to therapy can produce both anatomic and metabolic changes
and using imaging that takes this into account could provide
the best method for assessing response. It has also been suggested that, perhaps, the imaging criteria applied should be
modified based on specific disease histology and therapy.
For example, the assessment of certain tumor types may benefit from the use of criteria that take into account the change in
tumor density on computerized tomography (CT) scan (Choi
criteria). Other disease types might benefit from the assessment of contrast enhancement patterns after use of vascular
interventional therapies (European Association for the Study
of the Liver criteria). All this progress notwithstanding the
question remains: can a single practical system be developed
for the imaging assessment of disease response or is there a
need for a more personalized approach?

Overview of Molecular Imaging Approaches
to Monitoring Therapy

The current state of knowledge of tumor response assessment
recognizes that changes in tumor metabolic processes precede
structural changes in anatomic imaging. There are a number
of molecular imaging techniques available to monitor changes
in tumor function reflective of therapeutic response, including
immunotherapy. Fluorescence and bioluminescence are optical imaging techniques, which to date, have been used mainly
in preclinical small animal models of human cancer lines due
to the poor depth of tissue penetration. Many of these investigations are focused on tumor detection with an expanding
number of studies in therapy assessment, particularly for drug
development in animal models.50,51 An example is a study
investigating cyclophosphamide treatment response in a firefly luciferase hepatic hepatocellular carcinoma tumor model in
mice.52 A growing area of interest in fluorescence and bioluminescence imaging is focused on protease sensing probes and
beacons to assess tumor response.53

In addition to providing high-contrast, high-resolution
anatomic images, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can
provide a range of functional measures. These include evaluation of tumor perfusion and cell membrane permeability
through the use of dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI and
assessment of parameters associated with the rate and distance of water molecule diffusion that may reflect drug access
(diffusion-weighted MRI).54 More specific to evaluation of
immunotherapy, MRI-based cell tracking, using cells labeled
with either superparamagnetic iron oxide particles or perfluorocarbon nanoemulsions, has been used in a small number of
pilot studies to assess the delivery of therapy.55
Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
and PET are mature imaging technologies that have been
used to detect in vivo differences in metabolic activity and differential expression of tumor-associated biochemical markers.
Advantages of PET over SPECT are high-resolution images,
the ability to quantify metabolic activity for accurate assessment of therapeutic effect. In the past decade, there has been
an improved access to PET imaging in most jurisdictions
with improving cost structure. Within the realm of molecular imaging techniques, 18F-FDG-PET imaging of cancer is
the most studied and prevalent modality in oncologic nuclear
imaging and an emerging molecular imaging standard for
disease response assessment for both lymphoma and solid
tumors.49,56,57 Current challenges with 18F-FDG-PET in
tumor assessment include the differentiation between neoplasm and infectious or inflammatory processes. This proves
particularly problematic when attempting to evaluate response
to therapy in the midst of immune-related adverse events after
treatment with immunotherapy agents.58,59
SPECT provides another avenue for the evaluation of
tumor response, which, for some time, had been superseded
by PET imaging. Recent innovations in SPECT imaging
have increased the sensitivity of this modality, improved
imaging resolution to similar levels to PET, and introduced the ability to accurately quantify disease activity
as in PET.60–62 Advantages of SPECT imaging include
the ubiquity of SPECT cameras, reduced cost structure
compared with PET, improved logistics for imaging due to
longer half-lives of the radionuclides, and a greater number
of radionuclides available for labeling. The most frequently
used SPECT agent today for treatment assessment in cancer
is 99mTc-methyldiphosphonate (99mTc-MDP) for the imaging
of osteoblastic bone metastases. However, bone scans do not
detect actual metastases, but rather the reaction of the skeleton to metastases and the treatment of metastases. Therefore,
the interpretation can be confounded, leading to an inaccurate assessment of the effects of therapy.63 Several other
agents are in use according to specific tumor characteristics
including, but not limited to, 123I-metaiodobenzylguanidine
(123I-MIBG) for neuroblastoma, 111In-pentreotide for neuroendocrine tumors, and 123I-sodium iodide (NaI) for thyroid
cancer.
Biomarkers in Cancer 2016:8(S2)
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Differentiation between expected postimmunotherapeutic effects and viable tumor require either radiopharmaceuticals targeted to a specific tumor type or novel agents
that are increasingly specific for cancer cells. An example
of a PET agent that has provided some advancement in this
regard is 18F-fluorothymidine (18F-FLT), a marker of cell
proliferation, which was developed to identify viable tumor
while reducing the false positive rate related to infection or
inflammation.64 Some limitations of this agent include lower
signal to background ratio compared with 18F-FDG-PET,
uptake in background structures including bone marrow,
which can limit detection and quantification of tumor activity, and more recent evidence that 18F-FLT can accumulate
at sites of infection and inflammation, although to a lesser
degree than 18F-FDG.65

Survey of the Current Status of Imaging Biomarkers
in Immunotherapy Trials

In an effort to establish how imaging biomarkers are being
used currently in monitoring immunotherapy treatment, a
search of the clinical trials.gov database was conducted from
June to August 2015 searching for immunotherapy clinical
trials meeting the following inclusion criteria:
•

any immunotherapy trials registered in 2010 or later,
including those completed or in progress, and which
included imaging outcome measures;
all phase I, II, III, and IV trials; and
all solid tumor and metastatic solid tumor clinical trials.

•
•

The following immunotherapy trials were excluded:
•
•

those that only concerned hematologic malignancies;
any trial that did not indicate imaging as an outcome
measure; and
any terminated or withdrawn study, not related to adverse
outcome.

•

A total of 484 clinical trials were identified and reviewed
for cancer type, immunotherapy type, response criteria, and
imaging methods. Melanoma, lung, prostate, and breast
cancers were most frequently under study, although a substantial proportion of trials (10%) included multiple types of
solid tumors (Fig. 1). The vast majority (455 of 484 trials, 94%)
clearly stated outcomes dependent on CT, MRI, bone scan,
or ultrasound measures of tumor mass or size. Approximately
60% of trials stated outcomes dependent on measureable
disease, using the RECIST 1.1 criteria, and a further of trials 20% using the modified RECIST with immune-related
response criteria (irRC). The remaining 20% of trials did
not make reference to RECIST, but typically had measures
of tumor mass. Immunotherapy trials for melanoma had the
highest frequency (35%) of outcomes using the irRC and
account for 50% of all trials that used irRC.
6
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Figure 1. Distribution of cancer immunotherapy clinical trials by Cancer
Site, total trials: 484.

Only 15 trials involving immunotherapy utilized some
form of molecular imaging excluding bone scans (Table 2).
Seven trials involve imaging agents that target metabolic or
other markers on tumors, combined with PET/CT imaging.
18
F-FDG was the dominant tracer among the trials using
molecular imaging of tumor metabolism (six of seven trials).
Of the remaining eight trials, five trials are testing markers
of immune cells, such as T-cells or macrophages, including imaging of autologous lymphokine-activated killer cells,
tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), and CAR T-cells.
This information suggests that molecular imaging has not
been broadly incorporated into trials of immunotherapy representing an opportunity for future research.

Probes to Image Immune Response within Tumors
in Current Clinical Trials

There are relatively few current clinical trials involving immunotherapy that also include molecular imaging, but approximately half of these feature imaging of immune cells or immune
functional markers within the tumors studied (Table 2). There
could be substantial clinical benefit from the development of
new molecular imaging probes that could either predict benefit from immunotherapy pretreatment or allow measurement
of cell-mediated immune response on treatment. For instance,
patients with cancers with high levels of TILs may be ideal
candidates for PD-1 or PD-L1 inhibitors.66 Identifying TILs
currently requires a biopsy, which is invasive and hampered by
issues with sampling error. Obtaining biopsies and their pathologic results also institutes significant delays in instituting therapy. Molecular imaging could profile the whole primary tumor
as well as metastases providing a more global view of the tumor
and immune system interaction potentially aiding our ability
to select patients in an expedited manner.67 Similar imaging
technology could be used for patients on treatment with immunotherapy to monitor for increased activated T-lymphocyte or
natural killer cell activity in tumors. Documentation of this early
immune activity may precede documented anatomic imaging

Immunotherapy biomarkers
Table 2. Imaging agents in current immunotherapy trials.
AGENT

CANCER

IMMUNOTHERAPY (IT)
AND IMAGING TARGET

NATIONAL CLINICAL
TRIALS (NCT) NUMBER

IMAGING
TECHNOLOGY

18

F-FDG99,100

Melanoma, renal
cell, lung

IT: anti-CTLA-4, anti-PD-1
Target: tumor metabolism

NCT01666353

PET/CT

18

F-FDG

Cervical, squamous
cell

IT: anti-CTLA-4
Target: tumor metabolism

NCT01711515

PET/CT

18

F-FDG

Multiple Ca

IT: CAR-T, anti-CTLA-4, IL-2
Target: tumor metabolism

NCT02070406

PET

18

F-FDG

Renal cell

IT: IL-2 (plus chemo)
Target: tumor metabolism

NCT01038778

PET/CT

18

F-FDG

Multiple Ca

IT: CAR-T, IL-2, DC vaccine
Target: tumor metabolism

NCT01697527

PET

18

F-FDG or Na18F

Prostate

IT: DC vaccine with GM-CSF
Target: tumor metabolism

NCT02042053

PET/CT
PET/MRI

18

F-FET

Brain melanoma
metastases

IT: anti-PD-1, anti-CTLA-4
Target: tumor metabolism

NCT02374242

PET/MRI

C-PBR28a

Brain

IT: various IT treatments,
Target: tumor benzodiazepine receptor

NCT02431572

PET

F-HBG71

Glioma

IT: CAR-T, IL-2
Target: CAR-T cells

NCT01082926

PET

89

Zr-MPDL3280A74

Multiple cancers

IT: anti-PD-L1
Target: PD-L1 on tumor or other cells

NCT02453984

PET

99

Tc-IL-268

Melanoma

IT: anti-CTLA-4, anti-PD-1, IL-2
Target: TIL expressing IL-2 receptor

NCT01789827

SPECT

F-L-FAC70

Healthy volunteers
and multiple cancers

IT: various immunotherapies
Target: activated T-cells in tumor

NCT01180868
NCT01180907

PET

Zr-GC100872

Brain glioma

IT: anti-TGF-β
Target: TGF-β

NCT01472731

PET

Brain

IT: various immunotherapies
Target: macrophage in tumors

NCT02452216

MRI

Healthy subjects

IT: prior to various cancer IT trials
Target: activated T-cells

NCT02323893

PET

11

18

18

89

Ferumoxytol73 (iron
nanoparticles)
18

F F-AraG69

Notes: All listed clinical trials involving molecular imaging are in phase I or II only. NCT numbers were obtained from www.clinicaltrials.gov as searched on
September 30, 2015.
Abbreviations: 11C, carbon 11; CAR-T, chimeric antigen receptor T-cell; CT, computerized tomography; CTLA-4, cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4;
DC, dendritic cell; 18F, fluorine 18; FDG, fluorodeoxyglucose; F-AraG, fluoro-9-β- d -arabinofuranosylguanine; FET, fluoro-ethyl-tyrosine; GC1008, fresolimumab;
GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor; HBG, hydroxymethyl-butyl guanine; IL-2, interleukin-2; IT, immunotherapy; l-FAC, 1- l-(2 deoxy-2,-18
fluoroarabinofuranosyl) cytosine; MPDL3280A, atezolizumab; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; Na18F, sodium fluoride; NCT, National Clinical Trials; PD-1,
programmed cell death 1; PD-L1, programmed cell death-ligand 1; PET, positron emission tomography; PBR28, peripheral benzodiazepine receptor 28a; SPECT,
single-photon emission computed tomography; 99Tc, technetium 99; TGF-β, transforming growth factor-beta; TIL, tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte; 89Zr, zirconium 89.

changes, allow for discrimination between true progression and
pseudoprogression, and predict longer term benefits.
Among those probes already in clinical trial testing,
nearly half (4/10) of them are designed to image cytotoxic
lymphocytes (CTL) among the TILs.68–71 These include
probes that identify activated T-cells or markers on activated
T-cells, such as the IL-2 receptor. Another three probes target
immunosuppressive factors (PD-L1 and TGF-β) or cells such
as macrophages that can act as myeloid-derived suppressor
cells.72–74 Several of the imaging studies in current trials are
agents that are designed as direct labels of therapeutic, antitumor lymphocytes (CAR-T or lymphokine-activated killer)
and that are given to patients as treatment.69–71 The localization of the labeled cells in the patient tumor can then be verified and monitored. Although these are important imaging
methods to monitor specific cell-mediated immunotherapies,
they have limited application.

Preclinical Studies of Molecular Imaging Probes
to Visualize Immune Response within Tumors

The complex nature of the tumor microenvironment and the
changing composition of immune cell infiltrates limit the
effectiveness of metabolic markers (such as 18F-FDG) for
imaging of immune cells within tumors.47 Immuno-PET,
the use of antibodies or antibody fragments to target PET
radionuclides, has the potential to detect T-cell subsets within
tumors or lymphoid tissues and noninvasively monitor changes
in TILs, which result from cancer immunotherapies.75
Immuno-PET could also be used to monitor immune activity
within tumors. Two of the most obvious targets around which
to develop molecular imaging probes to monitor immunotherapy of cancer are CD8, a phenotypic marker of cytotoxic
T-lymphocytes, and CD4 expressed by T-helper cells that
participate in the inflammation and cytotoxic attack within
tumors. Other targets could include markers of dendritic cells
Biomarkers in Cancer 2016:8(S2)
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and macrophages, which may alternatively enhance or regulate T-cell responses within tumors, and known immunosuppressive markers such as PD-L1 and CD47. Work is ongoing
to develop novel molecular imaging probes for a range of different immunotherapy-relevant biomarkers. Table 3 lists a
selection of recent reports that focus on targeted agents for
PET, SPECT, or ultrasound use that are in preclinical development. This selection is far from comprehensive as publications on new probes are appearing with increasing frequency.
We focus on representative examples notably those with
potential for wide application to imaging immune cells in various solid tumors, rather than those with labeled single-cell
tracking or reporter gene approaches that are also in development. When evaluating a new probe, key features that lead to
successful clinical translation include high target affinity as
demonstrated by high tumor to off target ratios, low off target
binding (such as spleen and liver), and early clearance from
the blood pool.
One of the early approaches involved developing a
CD8 probe to specifically target cytotoxic T-lymphocytes
in mouse tumor models. Researchers utilized two rat antiCD8 monoclonal antibodies that were engineered as minibodies, having truncated Fc regions.76 The minibodies were
then derivatized with 64Cu using a 1,4,7-triazacyclononaneN,N′,N″-triacetic acid (NOTA) chelator. While intact antibodies have been used preciously to image T-cells in mice and
human beings, the labeled minibody showed a high uptake in
the spleen (75 ± 8.5%ID/g), lymph nodes (27 ± 7.9%ID/g),
and liver (57 ± 11%ID/g) of antigen positive B/6 mice, with
rapid clearance from the blood. Images could be acquired at
early time points (four hours), because the agent cleared the

blood rapidly.77 When target negative (CD8 allotype) strains
of mice were studied, the liver uptake remained the same, but
there was a significant decrease in the percent of injected dose
per gram of tissue (%ID/g) in the spleen and lymph nodes,
indicating target specificity. In addition, treatment of mice
with excess unlabeled minibody or intact anti-CD8 antibody,
prior to the 64Cu-NOTA-anti-CD8 minibody, resulted in low
uptake by the spleen and lymph nodes, but no change in the
liver. Analysis of target localization data indicated an estimate of 70,000–120,000 CD8 + cells, in a mouse lymph node.
While this CD8 targeting agent showed excellent PET imaging and target specificity, and importantly did not deplete
CD8 T-cells (due to the absence of Fc function), it did show
high nonspecific liver uptake, possibly due to 64Cu transchelation, aggregation, or dimerization of the protein.
Wu et al have continued to develop probes for CD8,
building on their minibody studies in mice. They recently
developed two anti-CD4 and anti-CD8 cys-diabodies (cDb),
labeled with 89Zr, and used PET to detect CD4 + and CD8 +
T-cells in vivo.78 A maleimide derivative of deferoxamine
(desferrioxamine B, DFO), a well-established chelate for 89Zr,
was linked site-specifically to a cysteine thiol, following treatment of the cDb with a reducing agent, which did not alter the
size-exclusion profile of the conjugated protein.79 89Zr labeling was achieved in high (96%) yield, and the product was
obtained in a specific activity range from 59 to 203 kBq/µg.
Protein doses of the CD4 targeting construct of ~12 µg were
administered intravenously to mice, and PET images were
acquired at 4, 8, and 22 hours. The agent showed uptake in
the kidney, lymph nodes, and spleen using PET, and this
was verified by tissue biodistribution of 89Zr radioactivity, at

Table 3. Imaging agents for antitumor immune function in published preclinical studies.
IMAGING AGENT

TARGETING CONCEPT

IMAGING TECHNOLOGY

F-/64Cu anti-CD11b
or MHC-II81

Labeled antibody fragments binding to CD11b or MHC II on tumor macrophage or
myeloid cells

PET

18

64

Cu-anti-CD876

Labeled antibody fragments binding to CD8 on tumor infiltrating cytotoxic T lymphocytes

PET

89

Zr-anti-CD878

Labeled antibody fragments binding to CD8 on tumor infiltrating cytotoxic T lymphocytes

PET

F-FEAU

Labeled ligand identifies viral transgene in activated CAR-T that are present in tumor

PET

18

101

I-anti-PD-L1

Labeled monoclonal antibody binds to PD-L1 expressed on macrophage and tumor cells

SPECT

89

Zr-anti-CD4783

Labeled monoclonal antibody binds to CD47 expressed on cells within tumor

PET

64

Cu-Anti-CTLA-4

Labeled monoclonal antibody binds to CTLA-4 expressed on cytotoxic T lymphocytes
within tumor

PET

Ultrasound microbubbles labeled with monoclonal antibody against B7-H3. Identifies
cells expressing B7-H3 on macrophage and tumor cells

US

CAR-T cells loaded with 64Cu-SPION (iron nanoparticles). Image accumulation of therapeutic CAR-T

PET

DiR fluorophore, activated by near-Infrared light, is used to label T cells. T cells that
located in tumor are imaged

Fluorescence imaging

111

84

80

MB-anti-B7-H385
64

Cu-SPION102

DiR labeled T cells103

Abbreviations: CAR-T, chimeric antigen receptor T-cell; CD8, cluster of differentiation 8; CD11b, integrin alpha M; CD47, integrin-associated protein; CTLA-4,
cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated protein 4; 64Cu, copper-64; DiR, 1,1′-dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-tetramethylindotricarbocyanine iodide; 18F, fluorine 18; FEAU,
1-(2′-deoxy-2′-fluoro-β- d -arabinofuranosyl)-5-ethyluridine; 111I, indium 111; MB, minibody; MHC II, major histocompatibility complex 2; PD-L1, programmed cell
death-ligand 1; PET, positron emission tomography; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography; SPION, super paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles;
US, ultrasound; 89Zr, zirconium 89.
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22 hours postinjection. Blocking with unlabeled, anti-CD4
cDb (3 mg/kg) or depletion of CD4 positive cells resulted
in clearance from the blood at four hours and low uptake in
lymph nodes and spleen. The 89Zr-labeled cDb that targeted
CD8 showed high uptake in multiple lymph nodes (inguinal, axillary, mesenteric, and cervical) and spleen, and this
was blocked by unlabeled anti-CD8-cDb and had very high
lymph node-to-blood ratio of 78:1 and spleen-to-blood ratio
of 67:1. The 89Zr-labeled cys-diabody agents showed higher
levels in the kidney and lower levels in the liver compared
with the previous minibody agents76 due to its smaller size.
Importantly, both the CD8 and CD4 targeting agents were
successfully used to monitor T-cell repopulation in lymph
nodes and spleen, after hematopoietic stem cell transplantation, in lethally irradiated mice. The limitation noted was that
the agents showed low uptake in the thymus.
Higashikawa et al reported the labeling of an anti-mouse
CTLA-4 monoclonal antibody with 64Cu DOTA, which
was subsequently evaluated in CT26 tumor-bearing BALB/c
mice.80 CTLA-4 is expressed on the surface of two major
subsets of CD4 + T-cells and on activated CD8-expressing
CTL. CTLA-4 is a regulatory molecule, whose blockade
by antibody (ipilimumab) provides a highly effective immunotherapy in various cancers.15 The derivatized antibody had
an average of 4.2 chelators per antibody and was prepared
using a DOTA-mono-N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester
that enabled production of a product having a specific activity of 0.25 MBq/μg. The selected monoclonal antibody recognized the extracellular domain of mouse CTLA-4, similar to
the epitope for human CTLA-4 recognized by ipilimumab.
PET results indicated a clear expression of CTLA-4 within
the tumor tissues, but no expression by the culture tumor cell
line, when tested in vitro, indicating that the PET image was
primarily from infiltrating CTLA-4 T-cells. The labeled antiCTLA-4 antibody had slightly reduced binding to CTLA-4
in vitro, and the mean ratio of the maximum standardized
uptake value (SUVmax) for PET images in the CT26 tumor
model (compared with control immunoglobulin) was 1.29,
similar to the ex vivo ratio. While the tumors were evident in
the images presented, the biodistribution data indicated that
%ID/g of tumor was modest, at ~8% (control IgG was 6%),
and there was significant activity in the liver, kidneys, and
blood at 48 hours. The tumor-to-blood ratio never exceeded 1,
which could hinder further usage of this type of construct.
Recently, Rashidian et al developed murine-based antibody fragments to target cells expressing major histocompatibility complex (MHC) II and CD11b cells, in mice.81 The
authors used single heavy-chain structure, variable regions
(VHHs), which are much smaller than whole antibodies
and smaller than a number of commonly used engineered
immunoglobulin fragments. The specificities for MHC II
and CD11b were chosen to noninvasively image macrophages, dendritic cells, and neutrophils in both tumor and
inflammatory models. This approach employed a two-step

radiolabeling process involving 18F and an inverse electrondemand Diels–Alder reaction. They were able to produce their
product in 61% yield (decay corrected) using a two-step procedure, in quantities suitable for preclinical studies. Administration of 7.4 MBq (200 μCi, 10 μg) of the anti-MHC II
radiolabeled antibody fragments to C57BL/6 wild-type mice
resulted in visualization of lymph nodes, spleen, and thymus.
Both the anti-MHC II and anti-CD11b agents were evaluated in xenograft tumor models. Detection of MHC II and
CD11b positive expression in the margins of the xenograft
tumors indicated likely infiltrate of macrophages or myeloid
cells, in the early inflammatory response. The authors showed
that the tracers could be used to detect tumor-associated
inflammation, at early time points prior to the tumor palpation. Additional studies showed that the agents could be
used to detect infiltrating inflammatory cells, in mice with
a murine melanoma (B16) allografts, as well as accumulation of myeloid (CD11b positive) neutrophils, in tissue sites,
after administration of Freund’s adjuvant. Work to humanize
VHHs has been described and is a critical step in translating clinical studies.82 Another explored target was CD47, the
integrin-associated protein that functions as an innate marker
of “self ” and inhibits phagocytosis of cells through an interaction with SIRPα expressed by phagocytes and particularly
macrophages. CD47 is an interesting target for an immunotherapy molecular imaging probe because overexpression of
CD47 on some types of tumor cells has been identified as a
mechanism for evasion of immune surveillance. In one study,
the authors radiolabeled (89Zr) two anti-CD47 antibodies:
B6H12, which recognizes the extracellular domain of human
CD47, and αM-CD47, which binds the extracellular portion
of mouse CD47.83 They then evaluated the labeled probes in
mouse xenografts of human ovarian carcinoma cells (OV10)
and murine B16F10 melanoma allograft models. The chelate
DFO was introduced using an isothiocyanate (NCS)-based
modification of lysine residues, and the labeled products were
produced with specific activities ranging from 0.9 to 1.6 μCi/
μg. Approximately 50 μCi per animal was used for PET
imaging studies. Tumor-associated image intensity of the
labeled B6H12 antibody was significantly greater (2.8-fold) in
the CD47+ tumor, compared with tumors that did not express
CD47. Uptake of either probe was also evident in the liver,
lungs, spleen, and kidney, with similar levels observed irrespective of the animal-tumor model. In the B16F10 allograftbearing model, the labeled αM-CD47 probe showed high
liver uptake, as much as 168 hours postadministration, and
similarly in the spleen and bone. The tumor-to-blood ratio
was ~3.0:168 hours, but the total uptake was modest. The use
of both antibodies with allo- versus xenografts was important
because the data showed that the distribution in the allograft
model was different than that for the xenograft, indicating
the potential impact of endogenous CD47 expression in the
mouse models. Nevertheless, the study shows that targeting
CD47 is feasible and further work is pending.
Biomarkers in Cancer 2016:8(S2)
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Heskamp et al radiolabeled an anti-PD-L1 antibody
(PD-L1.3.1) with 111In as an imaging biomarker, in order to
determine the level of PD-L1 expression in vivo.84 This SPECT
agent was shown to have high affinity for PD-L1 (Kd = 1 nM),
but tumor uptake in the PD-L1-positive, MD-MB-231 xenograft model was highly sensitive to the specific activity of the
labeled agent. The optimal amount of protein was determined
to be 1 μg for the 111In-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acidlabeled construct, which was produced with specific activities
up to 10 MBq/μg having an immunoreactive fraction of 82%.
The labeled antibody was slowly internalized over 24 hours in
MD-MB-231 cells in vitro, and tumor uptake in vivo reached
an impressive 37%ID/g that was blocked using the excess of
unlabeled antibody. Uptake in the tumors were observed as
early as one day postinjection and increased to seven days.
Tumor-to-blood ratios were very high (~4:1 at seven days),
and tumor images had excellent contrast between tumor and
other tissues. This agent has the potential for imaging human
PD-L1 in various cancers, provided that a humanized form of
the antibody can show similar results.
Ultrasound is being used increasingly as a molecular
imaging technique as a result of the advent of targeted microbubbles (MB). Ultrasound with MB is an attractive approach
because the technology is relatively inexpensive, is widely
accessible, and does not require the use of ionizing radiation.
Willmann et al reported a new MB construct that targets
B7-H3 (CD276) using an anti-human B7-H3 antibody.85 The
anti-B7-H3 antibodies are directly linked to the surface of the
MB using a streptavidin–biotin linkage. B7-H3 is a member
of the B7 family of ligands for T-cell coregulatory receptors
and is implicated in the suppression of cell-mediated immunity. B7-H3 has been identified in human dendritic cells and
some activated T-cells. A range of solid tumors has also been
shown to express B7-H3.86–88 In a transgenic mouse model of
human breast cancer, Willmann et al reported an ultrasound
imaging signal from identified tumors, using the anti-B7-H3
MB, which was four times greater than the signal using
the control MBs.85 The signal with the targeting MBs was
reduced to background, when blocked by the administration
of the unlabeled targeting antibody (anti-B7-H3). This MB
targeting approach to imaging of B7-H3 provides an interesting tool for in vivo studies to image tumors, but its utility in human beings will require humanization of the MB
constructs.

Imaging During Immunotherapy Using Tumorspecific T-cells

Although the majority of imaging studies in immunotherapy
provide molecular probes to assess enhanced immune function or tumor regression, the specific cellular immunotherapies
using chimeric antigen receptor bearing T-cells (CAR-T) allow
for direct cell labeling to monitor their location during therapy.
It is possible to assess CAR-T migration to lymph nodes or
tumors by direct labeling of the cells89 using various imaging
10
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agents, including 111In labeling for SPECT imaging.90 In other
preclinical work, electrotransfer of 64Cu-labeled gold nanoparticles allowed tracking of T-cells, which was correlated with
bioluminescence imaging.91 More frequently, however, the
ability to genetically modify T-cells has been used to express
specific transgenes (typically viral) as unique molecular markers that allow PET and SPECT to assess T-cell trafficking
and residency at tumor sites. This includes preclinical imaging of herpes simplex virus type 1 thymidine kinase (HSV1tk)
via 18F-fluoro-29-deoxy-1-β-d-arabinofuranosyl-5-ethyluracil
(18F-FEAU).92 Eissenberg et al recently described an early
clinical work in which T-cells were modified with a suicide
gene (CD34-HSV1tk) whose distribution could be tracked
over time using 9-[4-(18 F)fluoro-3-hydroxymethyl-butyl]
guanine ([18F]FHBG).93 A similar approach had been reported
by Dubey et al using 9-[4-[18F]fluoro-3-(hydroxymethyl)
butyl]guanine ([18F]FHBG) to image splenic T-cells bearing
the HSV1-sr39tk PET reporter gene.94 Earlier precursor work
in 2001 by Ponomarev et al used [124I]-(2′-deoxy-2′-fluoro-βd-arabinofuranosyl)-5-iodouracil to detect T-cell activation
in vivo using an HSV1tk/green fluorescent protein reporter
system in rats.95 In an alternative approach, the human norepinephrine transporter was used as a transgenic molecular marker
that was imaged with the approved SPECT tracer 123I-MIBG
or the PET analog 124I-MIBG.96 This approach has several
advantages, in that it uses an approved and accessible radiotracer and avoids immunogenicity concerns because the cells
do not express virus-derived reporter molecules. Clearly given
the intensity of work on CAR-T-based treatments, there will
be an expanding role for molecular imaging, both to provide
spatial and temporal tracking of cells and assessment of treatment response to CAR-T treatment.

Regulatory Environment

Clinical trials with investigational agents, whether they are
experimental drugs or imaging biomarkers, are subject to
Part C, Division 5 of the Canadian Food and Drug Act and
Regulations. These are designed to ensure that patients receiving an investigational drug are protected. Good clinical practices set out the requirements of clinical trial conduct, with a
focus on the protection of the research subjects and ensuring
data integrity. The manufacture of drug products must be in
compliance with good manufacturing practices, which require
the product to be manufactured according to the established
conditions and fully tested against preapproved specifications.
Regulatory obligations include the submission of a clinical trial application for review by Health Canada. There must
be sufficient evidence to support the safety and efficacy of the
investigational agent, based on clinical and/or preclinical data.
For radiopharmaceuticals, safety also encompasses an estimate of dosimetry, ie, the estimated radiation exposure to the
subject. Initial data derived from preclinical biodistribution
testing can be used to calculate dosimetry estimates for human
beings, and in the early stages of clinical development, more
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appropriate estimates can be obtained from human biodistribution. Manufacturing details and data must be provided
to demonstrate that the manufacturing process is adequately
controlled to reliably produce a safe product meeting the
predetermined quality attributes. The information provided
is evaluated by the regulators in the context of the proposed
clinical trial.
While there are no specific regulations pertaining to
the development of biomarkers in Canada, in any submission
sound scientific data should be presented to demonstrate that
the use of the biomarker is qualified for the intended use, ie,
“fit for purpose.” The mechanism of action of an in vivo biomarker must be well understood, and while this can be established initially in a preclinical setting, adequate confirmation
should be obtained clinically. For example, 18F-FLT is an
investigational molecular imaging marker of cellular proliferation that has potential in diagnosis, prognosis, prediction of
response, and monitoring of response to treatment in patients
with cancer. Thus, detailed characterization of the mechanism of action, metabolism, and pharmacokinetics has been
obtained from preclinical and clinical studies, and a validated
kinetic model has been developed.97 Uptake of FLT in a number of tumor types has been found to correlate with an independent marker of proliferation (Ki-67).98 Reproducibility
of images has also been demonstrated in non-small cell
lung cancer, which has provided an estimate of the expected
errors, thereby providing parameters for assessing treatment
response. A recent review of FLT-PET proposes to a this biomarker could serve as an early negative predictor after the first
cycle of treatment, thus providing an early go/no-go signal
in drug development. However, further research is needed to
better characterize and optimize imaging parameters to determine the full potential of FLT-PET in drug development.97
In addition, further well-controlled clinical studies are needed
to validate the clinical utility of FLT-PET for the diagnosis
and treatment management of various cancers. The development of FLT-PET serves as an example of the questions to
address in order to fully qualify imaging biomarkers for these
intended applications.
Health Canada recognizes that positron-emitting
radiopharmaceuticals (PERs) are often used to investigate
basic research questions under circumstances where there is
minimal additional risk to research subjects. PERs that have
an acceptable predetermined safety profile and an acceptable dosimetry and have no pharmacodynamic effect at the
planned dose are considered to be eligible. Research subjects
must be at least 18 years old, no more than 30 subjects can be
enrolled, and approval from research ethics board must have
been obtained prior to the application. Any concomitant
drugs used in such a research must have market authorization. In order to reduce the regulatory burden in such cases,
a simplified application process has been established, with a
15-day review period by Health Canada. This mechanism
provides a foundation that facilitates an important research

with PERs and is now being actively used by Canadian
research groups. The regulatory aspects of developing and
commercializing a radiopharmaceutical cannot be overlooked when considering this class of agents as a putative
biomarker.

Conclusions

Immuno-oncology is an exciting field within cancer treatment
with the potential to impact the management of numerous
malignancies. The current system using anatomic imaging
as the main imaging biomarker needs further improvement
despite ongoing refinements. Molecular imaging technology
is a powerful tool that may provide a means to not only predict
the patients who are most likely to respond to immune-based
treatments but also monitor their response. Molecular imaging biomarkers provide a more global look at the characteristics of tumors in patients and do not suffer from sampling
error unlike biopsies. In addition, imaging biomarkers are
routinely minimally invasive and can be interpreted quickly
allowing more prompt impact on patient care. Even with the
significant cost routinely associated with molecular imaging,
the technique can become cost-effective if we could refine the
patient population most likely to benefit or shorten the duration of therapy given the estimated cost of immuno-oncology
treatment per year (~$100,000 USD).
Although molecular imaging is just starting to be used
to monitor therapy in immuno-oncology, in preclinical models, as we have reviewed, the potential ability to monitor very
specific cellular activity within tumors is evident. Our understanding of the interplay between cancer and the immune
system continues to grow, and with this knowledge, more
options will become available for relevant molecular imaging
targets. The field of molecular imaging in immuno-oncology
is a prime area for novel research with real opportunity for
clinical translation and commercialization. In order to bring
this type of technology to the clinic, a robust mechanism not
only to evaluate but also to validate the effectiveness needs to
be implemented. Effort needs to be directed at selecting the
best probes for translation into the clinic so that the community can optimize the changes needed for meaningful clinical
impact.
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